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ABSTRAK

Lestari Eva Kristina (11152929), Penerapan Metode Data Mining Terhadap Data Penjualan Sparepart Motor Dengan Menggunakan Algoritma Apriori


Kata kunci : Suku Cadang, Analisis Asosiasi, Algoritma Apriori, Data Mining
ABSTRACT

Lestari Eva Kristina (11152929), Implementation of Data Mining Method of Motor Spareparts Sales Data using Algorithm Apriori

At present the growth of motorcycle sales in Indonesia in recent years has increased significantly. However, every motorbike needs maintenance especially on the motorcycle parts. There are a number of parts that undergo regular replacement. Moreover, PT. Yamaha Harapan Motor Sejahtera Branch IV takes a strategy to sell spare parts whose sales have not reached this target can be sold along with frequently sold motorcycle spare parts. This strategy can be applied by knowing patterns of purchasing spare parts to obtain purchasing patterns with data mining. One of them is by shopping cart where this process analyzes the habits of consumers by finding associations between different items into a shopping basket. The basic methodology of association analysis is divided into two stages: first, the High Frequency pattern analysis stage, this stage looks for combinations of items that meet the minimum requirements of the support value (supporting value). Second, the stage of association association formation, after all high frequency patterns have been found, then associative rules are sought that meet the minimum requirements for confidence by calculating the confidence of associative rules A:B. After testing with manual calculations and calculations using the Tanagra Version 1.4 software, it can be seen that the results obtained from the manual calculations are not much different from the calculations using the Tanagra Version 1.4 software so that in general the software has worked well because the calculation process is as expected.
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